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About This Software

VertoStudio VR is a fully-capable 3D modeling studio designed to run entirely in VR! No mirroring or external software is
required of any kind. You can use it to import FBX, OBJ, DAE (and more) directly in front of you, then configure every aspect
of the visual display of these scenes directly down to the individual polygons. It also supports a full-scale desktop 3D modeling

mode that can run at the same time as the VR mode!

Whether you are mocking up a quick VR workflow, or designing production VR environments, this tool eliminates all of the
pipeline complexity involved with getting 3D assets and content into VR quickly. Using Verto Studio, there is no more

guesswork in designing for VR. By including a traditional desktop-based 3D modeling mode, artists can move into VR at their
own pace, and leverage the benefits of both modes as they navigate their way into this new technology.

Verto Studio VR Features

 Create 3D scenes from scratch without the need for external computers or software.

 Prefabs: Plane, Cube, Sphere, Torus, Cylinder, Sketch (draw in 3D), Terrain height map (image based), Text (supports
custom ttf fonts)

 Object edit mode: Rotate, Translate, Scale, Select entire objects and manipulate their transforms.

 Includes real-world unit system for editing absolute position and scale of objects in meters.
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 Snap to grid, snap to vertex, snap to edge, snap to face

 Low-Poly CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Chisel)

 Live polycount reduction (quadratic mesh simplification),

 UV texcoord editing

 Subdivide

 Mesh smooth

 Vertex weld

 Grabbing objects & polygonal selections via grip buttons.

 Teleport and Fly locomotion support

 VR Skyboxes environments: Includes Blue sky, gray sky, light grey environments (or can be disabled).

 Immersive VR (IVR) scale setting via simple control to easily dial in scale of entire scene.

 Left-handed controller mode.

 Multiple editable lights

 Material editing: Phong, Reflective/refractive environment mapping, Bump mapping, Toon shading

 Runs custom GLSL shaders created in other versions of the app

 File importing: FBX, DAE, OBJ, and more

 File Exporting: OBJ and vsxproj (Verto Studio)

 Concurrent editing features (drop into desktop editor while in VR at the same time).

 Export Verto Studio scenes to cloud drive.

 Full-featured Desktop Mode allowing editing concurrent with VR viewer (two-user mode).

 VR Voice Commands on Windows 10 "Edit", "Select All", "Delete", etc.

 HoloPlay mirroring support for Looking Glass Displays

 Complete file compatibility with the HoloLens, iOS, and Mac versions of Verto Studio 3D

 and more!
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Title: Verto Studio VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Verto Studio LLC
Publisher:
Verto Studio LLC
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480

English
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Gives cool and much appreciated variety. It's evident that a lot of effort went into this. Thank you!. It took me 70 continues, but
finally I've beaten it. Sort of. I have to do a little better for the real ending, but what I could manage was awesome. Best GnG
style game I've ever played.

Loads of people are complaining that it's too hard, I have to wonder what they expected. Ghosts n Goblins is not easy I don't
know why you'd expect this game to be. You have unlimited continues, use them. Arcades made us start at the begining so even
though the game is hard beating a proper GnG arcade is certainly harder. I never got to play the original Castilla but I'd imagine
it too made you start from the begining.. I got all achievements in 2 mins, so there is not much challenge than beating your high
score. It gets boring quickly. I would not recommend bying this because there is better time wasting games out there for free..
This game is just simply a masterpiece. Truly immersive Tsar Bomba experience!
The gameplay is very well made and the game mechanics are easy to learn but hard to master.
Graphics are modern and the sound effects are the icing on the cake, It's eye candy! + It offers RTX support ;)
If you are looking for mil-sim/bomber-sim/strategy/competitive game, look no further! This game has everything you could ask
for! 10/10 ! -Vaesky. Good, like it.

(Less Chinese songs pls, not a fan of Chinese). This game is a roguelike. A lovecraftian roguelike that still basically allows save
loading between levels, has a nice sound design, and generally fun to play if you like roguelikes.
Of course, it could improve on the rooms being more interesting than they currently are, but as it will become more and more
patched and improved, i suppose it shall come too:3
Overall, very nice, strongly built game worth the price.. I absolutely adore it, the line correction is very helpful and the variety of
tools is astounding!

On the downside though smaller details have to be drawn a bit larger to life, but besides that it's good for comics.. I thoroughly
enjoyed the first. This one I can't really recommend, especially given the nonsense descriptions in both reviewers and curators
(seriously? did you all just play first few levels?).

While the switching colors concept is great for the puzzles it seems this game this is only secondary in order to provide
complexity regarding input and reflexes and not so much on the puzzles. Every level past chapter 1 feels like a grind fest, where
the puzzles are not the problem, but the execution. I find myself repeating the same level dozens of times just so I can get the
input and movement right. For instance, in one level you are in tight quarters with checkerboard style rooms which most have
spinning wheels that kill you on touch taking up the whole room. You start off in an empty room and your goal is to switch color
to where everything dissapears and you do a double jump to the next empty room then switch the color back so everything
shows up again. This wouldn't be the problem as much as the room you have to double jump to is actually too far and you have
to actually wall jump in your tiny room THEN make everything disappear and do a double jump with your character having
waaaay too much inertia hope to land a few pixels above the floor of the top empty room after double jump and time the color
switch back again. Now repeat that 3 times in different directions. This is supposed to be moderately easy at chapter 2 out of 7
chapters. Right.

I guess some might find that entertaining, especially those of you with great reflexes, I don't find it fun at all and just an exercise
in frustration. Nevermind, the leaderboards.

If you are looking for a puzzler, don't bother looking here. This is absolutely more like Super meat boy, and while I could finish
that one, I can't stomach this level of repetition.
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3\/10. MOAI: Build Your Dream is the first in a series of casual time and resource management games but "casual" doesn't
mean "easy" or "relaxing," at least if you are going for gold stars on every level.

You are stranded on a tropical island and help various tribes you encounter resolve their problems and differences until they
assist you in building a boat to return home. There's a basic story, the graphics are good for the genre and the sound track and
effects suit the theme.

At first, it seemed that the game didn't offer anything new, (I prefered the Rescue Team series), but the further into the game
you get, you are introduced to tower defense elements, and also levels that require a high click rate to complete. There is a lot of
content to get through with just under 30 hours of gameplay to gold every level.

Overall, the game is a solid effort if you like the genre and is priced well.. good music Frank Klepacki did a wonderful job it's
good that this comes free with the gamebut if you are buying it be aware it only has 10 sound tracks which is quite suprising
becasue there is 3 times as much music in the game
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I remembered playing this game like ten years ago and was always looking for it because I forgot the name.
Was more than glad when I found it on Steam during the 100 years of Finnish independence sale!

What can be said about this game?
It is a fairly well done gladiator clan managament and turn-based battle game.
The graphics look dated, sure, but IMO also pretty charming. 2D ages well.
Your first few tries will be met with certain doom until you have hammered it into your head that you really have to pick a good
character AND have enough gold for adequate equipment.
Once you get the hang of it, slowly getting other units, training them and getting better equipment is really fun, as are the battles.

There are some very glaring downsides, though:
The game was made for 4:3 resolutions and just stretches on modern monitors. Which makes the menus look really, really bad.
The devs should fix this, but who knows if this game was even touched in the last five years ;)
The combat UI bar on top is absurdly tiny.
Sound effects and music are bare-bones.

HINTS:
- Do not restart (or alt+F4) when losing a battle. Reviving characters is fairly cheap, especially when you start, and as
far as I can tell there is no downside to it other than losing out on the win reward. Of course, if you end up losing all
battles, do restart with a new group.
- Take the best starting char you can afford, but still keep 1k gold in reserve to equip him. New members come to you
nekkid.
- Train! Train each gladiator each time after each battle. It really adds up and is a worthwhile investment.
- Invest gold into improving your existing chars (by training or equipment or spells) before getting more characters. A
good warrior is worth far more than three bad ones with bad equipment.
. this is an actually decent game. this game is rubbish, doesnt even load into the game, whata joke. This game. It messes
with you. I can't express how much I enjoyed playing through it though, and how much I enjoyed each and every
ending. I absolutely love the concept and I wish we could have known more about certain things but it definitely doesn't
take away from the experience. In fact it certainly adds to the mysterious feel of the game.. didn't know it was a visual
novel.. wasted my money on this game i buyed it 100% dead need my money back. Honestly compared to the first 3
games, this one just felt kind of lacking, like the guy had some kind of deadline he had to meet and whatever he didn't
finish he left for the next game.. A true gem. Definitely worth its price (and I haven't even try multiplayer yet).
Very funny, but may be challenging if you want to max out all the battles (which is good!).

. Best RPG action game so far +1

Gocco Of War is 50% off in the Weekly Sales!:
Hi All

Gocco Of War is currently 50% off in this week's Steam Weekly Sales!. Enjoy the Snowy Fairytale!:
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The most exiting winter season has come! Have you already started the celebration? We invite you to take part in the Christmas
event in Sphere 3.
Snowy Fairytale!

New unique adventures and possibilities await you during this event.

Meet the Frostman! He will be your Santa during this event and will guide you through all the challenges, we prepared for you.

And this is Frostman’s assistant.

If you get lost, ask him, he will tell you where to find the Frostman himself.

So, what adventures are waiting for you during the event?

First task offers you to save the day at once. Local monsters have stolen Christmas decorations, and the Frostman can’t finish
the preparations without them. Help him to punish the monsters and return the stolen items!
The Frostman lost the presents prepared for the holiday! They were seen somewhere in the area waiting for you to bring them
back!
Help to light the fairy lights! To do that you will need to obtain the special Star energy from the Keepers. Find the Keeper in the
location and ask for help.

Complete all the quests to get great rewards!

After you complete all the quests for the first time, they will become dailies, so you can take them again every day while the
event is running.

And of course what a Christmas without playing in the snow! Find snow banks and pieces of ice to get snow balls and icicles
that you can throw to monsters of other players. They will slow the hit character down, but you have to be quick: after you get a
snow ball or an icicle, you have only 5 minutes to use it till it melts and disappears from your inventory.

And now let’s start celebration of the Christmas in the Sphere 3. Winter adventures are waiting for you!

We wish you a merry Christmas and a happy New Year!. Game Server Toolbox v0.6 Update:
Hello Everyone!

Today we released an update that allows you to create custom servers. You can now create a custom server for non-supported
and supported games. Unfortunately, at the moment, for non-supported games, you will need to input the settings yourself. We
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are going to make creating custom servers for non-supported games easier in the future by creating Game Server Profiles that
you can download in-app for free. These profiles will contain the default values for the non-supported game server and take the
guessing work out of it. It would then be setup just like any supported game server.

Now you are probably wondering, why cant we just support the game in the first place if we are going to make Game Profiles
for them? The answer is because some games/tools are not available in the Steam client for download and can only be
downloaded from SteamCMD. Since Valve will not allow us to use SteamCMD, this is why we are doing it the way we are. You
would need to download the server files using SteamCMD and then add them in Game Server Toolbox. From there you can then
create a custom game server and you would be up and running just like if you created a server for a supported game. It will be
even easier when we release the profile for that game.

We will also allow the community to create and share their own Game Profiles to keep Game Server Toolbox alive if game
support should ever stop.

I know that can sound confusing, it was are intention at first to have Game Server Toolbox download the server files from
SteamCMD, but Valve did not like that so we had to adapt.

The next big thing is Video Tutorials! You can now see at the top right of some Tabs and Windows, a link to a Video Tutorial
about that area/feature. Right now, we only have tutorials for the Settings Tab and Setup Window but will be adding more soon!

In addition, we fixed an issue where if you selected your game server it would not enable the Open Server button. Along with
that, we re-formatted the home tab so it looks less like a block of text.

Lastly, we are preparing to introduce a new account system. Since GDPR launched we needed to start redesigning our account
system as it will not scale well at its current state with the requirements GDPR puts on us. We need to better implement features
like data transfer, account deletion and etc. to make it scale better. These features are exsiting currently, but where implemented
in a rush to comply with GDPR. Unfortunately, this means at some point you will need to re-create your account. I know that
may be an inconvenience for some of you, but we want to better implement those features and other security features to better
protect your account beyond the GDPR requirements! We also need to make way for the Game Profile sharing/creating system.
We expect a reset around mid to late June!

Thanks for your time and as always, if you ever have and questions comments or concerns, email us at 
support@sectorbytesolutions.com as we would be happy to help you!. Mission Editor news:
The misson editor is officially at 50% of the work. I hope to publish it at the end of the month. It will be very user friendly,
perhaps a bit limiting, but will allow you to create countless different missoins.

I'm also working at multiplayer (and at another new game) so sorry for the delays.. Upcoming update part 3: Pick-up
vehicles:

From the team:. Update to 1.0.9 and free Demo on Windows/Mac/Linux:
The Early Access release is coming fast now. We're really excited about it ! A bit nervous too...

Here's the list of improvements and bug fixes this update brings, for both beta and demo versions.
And the very good news is that the demo is finally available for Mac and Linux users ! Yay !

So let's give it a try, and don't forget to add the game to your wish list if you liked it ;)

Changelog 1.0.9 :

First loading is now significantly reduced

Scoring rules in 1 VS All changed for red player to match FFA ones
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New VFX for pulsating heart

[Bug fixed] Crash issue on Ubuntu 18.04 occuring when user pressed return key on title screen

[Bug fixed] Main options (music volume, graphic settings...) were not saved when quitting the game

[Bug fixed] In Last Survivor, game could freeze on result screens after a Sudden Death round if players killed each
other.

[Bug fixed] In Last Survivor, HUD was displayed on loading screen even if related option was disabled

[Bug fixed] In Last Survivor, sometimes end of game was never triggered

[Bug fixed] In Last Survivor, players life count was not updated properly

[Bug fixed] Option to forbid Anti-gravity prism wasn't working properly

[Bug fixed] The achievement « Travel Agency » was not working properly

[Bug fixed] In team modes, games could not finish if « scores HUD » option was enabled

[Bug fixed] In 2VS2, P2 could kill P1 with a dash even if friendly fire was disabled

[Bug fixed] Invincibility time was automatically deactivated when going back to main menu and launching a new game

[Bug fixed] Player was never killed by spikes if he fell in it during invincibility time

. Expose family secrets and intrigue:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!
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